PROOF. Let A = Hom(G,iï)®G and /: A -> H be given by g®x ~* g(x). For h in Hom (G,H) , define h' in Hom(G, A) by h'(x) = h®x. Then /*(&') = h. The previous lemma applies to show that / is a splitting epimorphism.
In particular, YLom(G,H)G = H.
PROPOSITION 5. Let H in PC(G) have no free summand. Then the following are equivalent: (a) H is G-projective.
(b) H is a quasi-summand of Gn for some n. (c) Hom(G, H) is finitely generated as a right E(G)-module.
PROOF. (a)->(b) is obvious. For (b)->(c) first note that Hom(G, H) is finitely generated over E = E(G) if and only if Hom(Gn, H) is finitely generated over E. Let M be the ring of n x n matrices over E. Then Hom(G™, H) is a right module over M in the natural way and, since M is finitely generated as a right E module, it suffices to prove that Hom(G™,iï) is finitely generated over M. We can assume, for some positive integer t and group X, that Gn > H © X > tG". Thus, if 7r~is projection of H © X onto H, then nt G Hom(Gra, H) and Hom(Gn, H) > (ni)M > OEom(Gn,H).
Since Hom(GnF)/iHom(Gri,iî') is finite, the result follows. To show (c)->(a), let {fi,-■ ■ ,fn} be a set of generators for Hom(G7-ff) as a THEOREM 6. Let G,H be torsion free abelian groups of finite rank. Then Hbelongs to PC(G) if and only if H -P © F, where P is G-projective and F is a finite rank free group. PROOF. It follows easily from the definition that any group of the form P © F is in PC(G). To show the converse, it suffices to prove that if H in PC(G) has no free summand, then H is G-projective.
Using Lemma 1, choose a rank-2 group G and an epimorphism q: C -► Q such that QKom(H,C ® G) = QHom(iï,G © G). Next choose a maximal Zindependent set {/i,..-,/n} in Hom(G,H) and define /: (C ® G)n -> QH by 
